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In their comprehensive text *Counseling Around the World*, Thomas H. Hohenshil, Norman E. Amundson, and Spencer G. Niles provide something that never has been attempted: a snapshot of the counseling profession from a global perspective. The scope of the book is impressive in that countries from all continents are included and the range of knowledgeable authors spans a diverse scope of educators, professional counselors, and scholars worldwide. The chapters are uniformly engaging, thought provoking, and informative.

Early in the book issues of diversity are defined and contribute to a clearer understanding of the need for global literacy. Readers of this book will experience an enormous increase in their own global literacy. Thus, we highly recommend the book as required reading for all who aspire to become or who already have become professional counselors. The subtle influences of culture in the development and implementation of counseling services requires that one have a full awareness of these issues prior to reading the other chapters in the book.

The editors’ introductory and concluding chapters are not to be missed, as they provide an overview of the challenges to the globalization of counseling and a succinct yet comprehensive and in-depth analysis of similarities and differences across nations. The scope of similarities is at once surprising in its simplicity and complex in its implications. Whereas counselors in the United States might imagine that their challenges to forming a clear professional identity are unique to their culture, the authors note that counselors in other countries face similar challenges. These include educating various publics about the counselor’s wellness, preventive, developmental approach to helping; establishing educational standards and recognition for those who call themselves counselors; and overcoming professional competitiveness and jealousies. Though counselors in many countries face similar challenges to the development of the profession, issues of language, culture, and diversity combine to make these challenges unique in each setting. The editors extend their analysis to a discussion of future challenges, defining both the state of counseling globally and directions for the future.

Credence is given to the valuable leadership of NBCC International and the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs (the International Registry of Counsellor Education Programs) in the global development of the counseling profession. Chi Sigma Iota within its mission and practice also seeks to support the goals identi-
ified in the final chapter, especially networking and sharing between and among countries and practicing professional counselors, counselor educators, and counseling researchers and scholars. This book provides a strong foundation for such networking and allows readers to grasp the nuances of the counseling profession as it has evolved and continues to evolve within varying cultural contexts.

This book is destined to be a classic cited for generations to come, as it establishes the evolution of the counseling perspective to this point in time, identifies challenges and barriers to its advancement, and proposes needs to be addressed as counselors move into the future. Counseling Around the World merits integration into core counseling programs and courses that deal with all aspects of diversity and professional practice. East meets West in very basic, practical ways when theories of counseling are challenged as to their applicability in more collectivist cultures or when spirituality and counseling are thought of as one in the same for helping. Continuing education programs for professional counselors will also find this book to be an important resource for planning continuing education. In the coming years, counselors in settings from schools to private practice will find more children, family members, and persons of other countries of origin coming to them for assistance. The editors of this book are to be commended for providing a resource that is global in scope, in depth in content, and at once both realistic and aspirational in terms of defining both the challenges and potential for the globalization of the counseling profession. This is essential reading for all counselors!

—Jane E. Myers
Executive Director, Chi Sigma Iota
Professor, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

—Thomas J. Sweeney
Executive Director Emeritus, Chi Sigma Iota
Professor Emeritus, Ohio University
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